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Abstract: There is a sparsity of research regarding the nonlinear relationship between the sensitivity of
the light environment parameters in the middle section of the tunnel under multi-factor conditions in
multiple samples. Due to the lack of research, the present study was conducted in order to investigate
said relationship. To determine the parameters of the eye-movement characteristics required for
the convolutional neural network prediction evaluation, a tunnel simulation model was established
using DIALux10 simulation software and a series of dynamic driving tests were conducted based
on an indoor simulation experimental platform. Further, through employing the residual network
ResNet to extract data features and the pyramidal pooling network module, a convolutional neural
network judging model with adaptive learning capabilities was established for investigating the
nonlinear relationship of sensitivity of light environment parameters. Following the test, the degree
of influence on the diameter of the pupil for the different levels of each factor were: the optimal
configuration of the staggered layout on either side of the lamp arrangement, the optimal 3 m height
under the different sidewall painting layout height conditions, the optimal green painting color under
the different sidewall painting color conditions, and the optimal 6500 k under different LED light
source color temperature conditions. The results of the present study serve to expand the use of the
convolutional neural network model in tunnel light environment research and provide a new path
for evaluating the quality of tunnel light environment.

Keywords: convolutional neural network; tunneling light environment; oculomotor characteristics;
tunneling simulation model; pupil diameter

1. Introduction

The safety and comfort of driving, along with the vision of those driving, are all
directly impacted by the tunnel lighting environment. Due to the adverse effects on
drivers’ pupil constriction and visual fatigue, the tunnel luminaires, light source, power,
layout pattern, and equipment spacing of luminaires are typically the primary focuses in
research on tunnel lighting environments [1–3]. LED light sources are common luminaires
in tunnel light environments. The color temperature and spectral distribution of LED
light sources directly correlate to the safety of the tunnel LED lighting environment and
visual recognition distance [4–6]. Recognition needs vary under different color temperature
conditions, and reducing both luminance and color temperature is more effective than
reducing only the luminance when evaluating daytime tunnel cavity section lighting [7,8].
From the results of studies on visual efficacy, it has been demonstrated that changes in
visual efficacy delay or shorten driver emergency response time [9,10]. Following the
analysis of prior research on tunnel light environments, it was observed that the current
research mainly revolves around the color temperature and luminance of light sources as
well as visual efficacy. Traditional research of tunnel light environments has usually been
quantitative with the focus being the indicators of one-to-one correspondence between
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quantity and quantity. However, tunnel light environments are complex systems in which
the relationship between factors is mutual and nonlinear, so it is necessary to adopt a
nonlinear research method when studying the tunnel light environment system.

In the study of tunnel light environments, researchers often obtain a series of data
relating to tunnel light environment through field tests or simulation experiments. In
regard to driver visual adaptation characteristics, researchers proposed a method to deter-
mine the brightness of the tunnel entrance section [11–13], and established both a visual
adaptation model [14,15] and a tunnel lighting brightness adaptation model. Additionally,
concerning the comfort and safety characteristics of the light source, the color tempera-
ture regulation index evaluation model [16–18] and the color temperature and heart rate
reaction analysis model [19,20] were established. The color temperature of the light source
has also been linked to the pupil area size, operation reaction time, and heart rate of the
driver. Further, DIALux software has often been employed in experiments on the charac-
teristics of the different sections of tunnels. Researchers have also either simulated and
constructed experimental scenarios of tunnel luminaire lighting to calculate and optimize
tunnel designs [21–23], or simulated and modeled specific sections to perform tunnel light
environment simulation tests [24–26]. After reviewing the literature on the analysis meth-
ods of tunnel light environment data, it was observed that the previous light environment
data, due to its research objectives and the single nature of the research content, led to the
data analysis and collation techniques being primarily based on the analysis of mathemati-
cal and theoretical models, with the analysis method of discriminating both data and scene
images not being utilized.

Due to the development of sensor acquisition, information storage, and analysis
technologies, analysis techniques based on digital image processing are being increasingly
applied to the subject field of tunneling. In tunnel envelope studies, the implementation
of artificial neural network image processing is extensively employed for predicting and
analyzing the extrusion deformation of tunnel envelope. Said process involves combining
neural network models [27,28] and utilizing the backpropagation (BP) neural network
and its optimized morphology for tunnel envelope mechanics [29–31]. Artificial neural
networks are primarily employed for the prediction of tunnel lighting power [32,33] and
in tunnel lighting intelligent control system designs [34–36]. To summarize, although the
research on the combination of artificial neural networks and tunnels is progressing, the
research on the predictive analysis of tunnel light environments based on digital image
processing is still in the early stages.

In order to solve the aforementioned problems, the use of a convolutional neural
network (CNN) for predictive analysis of the sensitivity of light environment parameters
in the middle section of highway tunnels is proposed in the present paper. The CNN was
based on the convolutional neural network algorithm and utilized the residual network
RseNet to extract data features. The pyramidal pooling network module was subsequently
employed, which involved the global mean pooling operation and feature fusion. The
tunnel light environment composition parameters and experimental data were introduced
to compare and analyze a variety of adaptive learning rate optimization algorithms to
reduce the gradient calculation time, maximize the feature data extraction, optimize the
network structure, and shorten the training period. Finally, the images generated from
the prediction data and the mathematical analysis results were synthesized and analyzed
to provide a more intuitive and comprehensive judgment of the sensitivity of the light
environment parameters in the middle section of the highway tunnel. The present study
serves to expand the use of the CNN model in tunnel light environment research and
provides a new path for evaluating the quality of tunnel light environment.

2. Acquisition of Eye-Movement Characteristics Parameters Required for the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Judging Method

Because the tunnel vault is easily contaminated, the reflectivity of the tunnel vault
is less focused upon. The typical reflectivity of the tunnel pavement is approximately 0.2
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(0.15 for asphalt pavement and 0.2 for cement pavement). Due to the influence of the light
source, the reflected light intensity changes quite frequently, so, at present, the reflectivity
is primarily used as the expression index. Because of the low reflectivity of the tunnel road
surface and vault, the influence on the tunnel light environment is small. Therefore, in the
present study, the lamp arrangement method was employed, and the sidewall reflective
coating deployment height, sidewall reflective coating color, and LED light source color
temperature were used as test factors.

2.1. Experimental Light Environment Composition
2.1.1. Side Wall Reflective Material Laying Height Setting

When laying height for reflective material on tunnel sidewalls in adherence to the
current Chinese highway tunnel lighting specifications, “Highway Tunnel Lighting Design
Rules” [21] dictates that the minimum height of the tunnel sidewalls must not be less than
2 m and should be laid with reflective material that exhibits a minimum reflectivity of 0.7.
Consequently, the laying height of the reflective material on the sidewall was set at 2 m,
2.5 m, 3 m, and 3.5 m in the present study.

2.1.2. Color Selection of Sidewall Reflective Material

According to the Purkinje effect, when people change from day vision to night vision,
the maximum sensitivity of the human eye to light moves in the direction of the higher fre-
quency. So when selecting the sidewall material color, red and orange are more vivid during
bright adaptation, while blue appears brighter during dark adaptation [37–40]. However,
red should be used carefully in the traffic safety design as it is significantly penetrating
and possesses the connotation of forbidden and dangerous, making it overwhelming for
human visual stimulation [41,42].

The color of tunnel sidewalls is commonly white. Regarding other colors, blue and
green are often chosen as blue looks brighter during dark adaptation, green is common
in the road landscape, and they are both cool and receding colors. Additionally, yellow is
also commonly used as the forward color in the road landscape, with yellow possessing
eye-catching effects. Compared with red and orange, the visual stimulation of yellow is
weaker. Therefore, from the perspective of comprehensive consideration, yellow, white,
green, and blue were chosen for the present.

2.1.3. Luminaire Color Temperature Settings

When testing the LED light source color temperature on individuals’ color discrimina-
tion ability, Pedro J. Pardo et al. found that testers’ color discrimination increased when
the LED correlation color temperature was below 6500 K [42]. By comparing the color
temperature of tunnel lamps and lanterns commonly used in the market, it was found that
the color temperature range of tunnel LED lamps and lanterns is 4000–6000 K, with the
newly introduced LED lamps and lanterns typically possessing higher color temperature
values compared with the older LED lamps. Therefore, LED lamp color temperatures of
3500 K, 4500 K, 5500 K, and 6500 K were used in the present study.

2.1.4. Lighting Layout Settings

The luminaire arrangement and luminous flux values were set in accordance with
the “Highway Tunnel Lighting Design Rules” [21]. To strictly control the test variables, it
was assumed that the LED lighting efficiency (the ratio of the luminous flux emitted by a
light source to its power consumption) was the same in the test. The test was conducted
to ensure that the total power consumption of the lighting remained unchanged and to
explore the impacts of the lamp deployment method on the lighting effects in the tunnel
environment. The luminaires were laid out as detailed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Layout of Lamps and Lanterns.

Lamp Arrangement Method Single-Side Lamp Spacing/m Single Lamp Luminous
Flux/lm

Midline 10 9000
Lateralized midline 10 9000

Staggered on both sides 20 9000
bilateral symmetry 10 4500

2.2. Experimental Protocol
2.2.1. Orthogonal Experimental Design

An orthogonal design is one of the most commonly employed experimental designs.
An orthogonal design is an effective statistical method for solving multi-factor test problems,
and involves the characteristics of balanced dispersion and neat comparability. Through
balanced dispersion, the distribution of each factor level combination selected from the
orthogonal table is uniform in all level combinations. The levels of each factor are compara-
ble with each other due to the neat and comparable means produced by the orthogonal
design. Because the level of each factor in the orthogonal table contains a balance of the
levels of other factors, the effects of other factors cancel each other out when comparing the
various levels.

Consequently, the orthogonal test design was employed in the present study and
a total of four factors were established: A (luminaire deployment method), B (sidewall
reflective coating deployment height), C (sidewall reflective coating color), and D (LED light
source color temperature). Four levels were set for each factor and the factor level table can
be observed in Table 2. During the proposed period, the optimized level combinations of
each test factor in the tunnel lighting light environment under different working conditions
were obtained through the orthogonal test scheme.

Table 2. Table of experimental factor levels.

Level
Factors Lamp Placement Method Sidewall Reflective

Coating Laying Height/m
Sidewall Reflective

Paint Color
LED Light Source

Color Temperature/K

1 Midline 2 Yellow 3500
2 Lateralized midline 2.5 White 4500
3 Staggered on both sides 3 Blue 5500
4 bilateral symmetry 3.5 Green 6500

2.2.2. Dynamic Driving Simulation Test

(1) Test Working Conditions

The present test was a 4-factor, 4-level test, in which the interactions were not consid-
ered. With an orthogonal table being most appropriate, four factors occupied a total of four
columns, choose L16 (45), and there was one empty column (E) that served as a test error to
measure the reliability of the test. A total of 16 groups of illumination test protocols were
tested, as articulated in Table 3.

(2) Test Model and Parameters

DIALux was utilized to build the animation model required for the present experiment.
To maximize the real driving situation, the tunnel lighting entrance section, middle section,
and exit section were established in accordance with China’s current “Highway Tunnel
Lighting Design Rules” [21]. Concurrently, the tunnel simulation model was built corre-
sponding to the Highway Tunnel Design Specification (JTG337.1-2018). The experimental
model was a two-lane tunnel with a net width of 10.25 m, i.e., 3.75 × 2 (traffic lane) +
0.75 × 2 (maintenance lane) + 0.5 (left-hand width) + 0.75 (right-hand width), with a height
limit of 5.0 m and a section height of 7.12 m. The traffic characteristics were one-way traffic
and the design speed was 60 km/h. In order to guarantee the stability and dependability
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of the experimental outcomes, it was imperative that the length of the tunnel not be exces-
sively short. Following the calibration of the tunnel model (Figure 1), a final length of 400 m
was determined. The middle section lighting settings adhered to the “highway tunnel
ventilation lighting design specifications” and were designed for the average luminance
of 1.5 cd/m2, that is, the average illuminance of 5 Lx. The tunnel lighting settings for the
entrance and exit sections are shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Lighting test program.

Work Conditions
Factors

A B C D E

1 Midline 2 Yellow 3500 1
2 Midline 2.5 White 4500 2
3 Midline 3 Blue 5500 3
4 Midline 3.5 Green 6500 4
5 Lateralized midline 2 White 5500 4
6 Lateralized midline 2.5 Yellow 6500 3
7 Lateralized midline 3 Green 3500 2
8 Lateralized midline 3.5 Blue 4500 1
9 Staggered on both sides 2 Blue 6500 2
10 Staggered on both sides 2.5 Green 5500 1
11 Staggered on both sides 3 Yellow 4500 4
12 Staggered on both sides 3.5 White 3500 3
13 bilateral symmetry 2 Green 4500 3
14 bilateral symmetry 2.5 Blue 3500 4
15 bilateral symmetry 3 White 6500 1
16 bilateral symmetry 3.5 Yellow 5500 2
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Figure 1. Picture of the experimental model.

Table 4. Entrance section and exit section tunnel lighting settings.

Projects Length/m Lamp Model Layout Single-Side
Lamp Spacing

Entrance section 40 180 W LED Staggered on both sides 2.5
Export section 40 180 W LED Staggered on both sides 5

Following the creation of the model, the required video was exported via the “Save 3D
video” menu of the DIALux software. Before exporting the video the camera path had to be
defined (Table 5). Regarding the modeling process, the X-axis was used as the centerline of
the tunnel in spatial coordinates and the camera path was the X-axis. A sample screenshot
of the simulation animation video (centerline light + 2 m + yellow + 3500 K) is illustrated
in Figure 2.
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Table 5. Luminaire settings in the middle section.

Layout Mode Single-Side Lamp
Spacing/m

Single Lamp
Luminous Flux/lm Quantity/Lamp

Midline 10 9000 40
Lateralized midline 10 9000 40

Staggered on both sides 20 9000 40
bilateral symmetry 10 4500 80
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(3) Experimental Testing

The simulation tests were conducted on an indoor simulation platform developed
specifically for the present study. The test platform was comprised of a video projection
system, a data acquisition system, and a driving simulation system, enabling dynamic
driving simulation and the acquisition of eye-tracking parameters.

A total of 30 participants were selected and then divided into three groups (10 people
in each group) numbered as I, II, and II. Each participant was tested three times to improve
the accuracy of statistical analysis as well as the reliability of the data, and to reduce the
data error. The information concerning the participants can be observed in Table 6.

Table 6. Testing personnel information.

Grouping
Number

Average
Age

Total Number
of People

Number of
Men

Number of
Women

Vision
Correction

I 25.2 10 7 3 5.0
II 26..1 10 7 3 5.0
III 24.8 10 7 3 5.0

The subjects in the present experiment were 2.5 m away from the screen (refer to the
parameters of the laboratory test vehicle Volkswagen Magotan). The visual field range of
the subjects utilizing the 200-inch 16:9 curved screen was between 35 to 60 degrees. The
specific test steps were as follows.

(1) First, the projection equipment was debugged to ensure that the driving simulation
video was not skewed, too small, or too large when projected on the curved screen.

(2) To ensure that the position of the line of sight drop point and eye-tracking instru-
ment acquisition point position were synchronized, the SMI eye-tracking instrument was
then debugged and participants wearing the SMI eye-tracking instrument had it calibrated.
The eye-tracking instrument debugging process is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Eye-tracking device commissioning.

(3) During the data collection experiment, the external lamps, doors, and windows
were closed in order to simulate the dark environment of a tunnel, participants adjusted to
their SMI eye-tracking device, the driving simulation video was played, and the participants
then handed in their SMI eye-tracking device for test data collection. The spatial field of
vision (FOV) of individuals differs from the effective FOV as the central FOV and peripheral
FOV are also included. The driver’s effective FOV refers to the driver’s ability to rapidly
process information, while the spatial FOV refers to the maximum spatial range of objects
that can be perceived. The central FOV is the scope in which objects are observed, and
the peripheral FOV refers to the maximum space range that the driver can perceive when
looking at an object that is directly ahead. The range of the peripheral FOV is approximately
55◦ in the upper side, 70◦ in the lower side, 60◦ in the nasal side, and 90◦ in the temporal
side. Another factor that affects the drivers’ sight is the surrounding vehicles. When
traveling straight ahead, the range of the left viewing angle of the front car is typically
20~30, the right viewing angle is around 35~45, the left viewing angle of the flat car is
approximately 35, and the right viewing angle typically ranges from 55~60. So the SMI
eye tracker could satisfy the requirements of the test, the FOV’s range in which the driver
could collect effective visual information during driving was referred to as the effective
visual field in the present study.

(4) Regarding output test data, a ThinkPad laptop and its own data processing software
was employed to record data and perform outputs for processing. The test process is shown
in Figure 4.
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2.3. Experimental Results

The present experiment was conducted using an indoor simulation platform. The
average pupil diameter data of the three groups can be seen in Table 7.
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Table 7. Pupil diameter test results under different working conditions.

Condition No.

Average Pupil Diameter (mm)
I II III

Average of
Three Groups

1 5.089 5.270 5.206 5.188
2 4.996 4.906 4.861 4.921
3 5.402 5.340 5.378 5.373
4 5.537 5.557 5.747 5.614
5 5.285 5.341 5.378 5.335
6 5.650 5.595 5.682 5.642
7 5.591 5.568 5.657 5.605
8 5.302 5.451 5.480 5.411
9 5.624 5.708 5.692 5.675

10 5.543 5.895 5.888 5.776
11 5.602 5.895 5.904 5.801
12 5.774 5.734 5.725 5.744
13 5.733 5.715 5.698 5.715
14 5.678 5.840 5.818 5.779
15 5.820 5.837 5.900 5.852
16 5.463 5.376 5.504 5.448

3. Convolutional Neural Network Judging Model Construction

In order to design a network framework structure applicable to the characteristics
of light environment data in the middle tunnel section, sensitivity analyses of the light
environment parameters in the middle tunnel section were conducted using CNNs. In the
present paper, the pooling module of the Pyramid Scene Parsing Network (PSPNet) and
Residual Network (ResNet) are introduced when discussing the characteristics of the light
environment data for the middle section of the tunnel. The design of the network model
consisted of a neural network structure with a front-end backbone network (Backbone), a
feature extraction network (Neck), and a network output (Head).

3.1. Main Structure

The first step was to collate the values of the luminaire arrangement, sidewall reflec-
tive paint placement height, sidewall reflective paint color and LED light source color
temperature under different setting conditions, and pupil diameter values under different
combinations of light environment parameters. After inputting the collated data, the front-
end backbone network extracted the data features to be used in the subsequent network, in
which ResNet50 was utilized. Subsequently, the pyramid pooling model was employed
to extract multi-scale information and upsampling was conducted to extract the overall
and local information. By using the Feature Fusion Module (FFM), different levels of
feature data were stitched together through hopping connections. Finally, two judgments
of segmentation and classification through the output network were established (Figure 5).
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The environmental parameter data set was entered into the front-end backbone section
of the network. Based on the backpropagation formula, when the value of the input layer
became extremely large, the gradient value calculated via backpropagation to the input
layer increased significantly. Consequently, the learning rate was smaller, and the parameter
weights and gradients of the different neural network layers varied significantly in order
of magnitude, consuming a substantial amount of search computation time. Therefore,
the data information contained therein was first processed by Batch Normalization (BN)
and the BN process was performed during the data processing of the intermediate hidden
layers. The nonlinear expression of the network was enhanced following the BN process,
ensuring the optimal computation process.

The BN algorithm flow was as follows:
Batch input x (min-batch): β = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}
Normative network output: yi =

{
BNy,β(xi)

}
1. Calculate the mean value of batch data: µρ ← 1

m ∑m
i=1 xi

2. Calculate the variance of the batch data: σ2
β ←

1
m ∑m

i=1
(
xi − µβ

)2

3. Normalization: xi ←
xi−µβ√

σ2
β+ε

4. Scale changes and offsets: yi ← γxi + β = BNγ , β(xi)
5. Return value: the learned parameters scale factor γ and translation factor β.

The three-channel data information was passed through the designed network’s front-
end backbone module, Resnet50, and filtered 64 times with a 7 × 7 convolution filter to
obtain 64 channels of data. The 64 channels of data were pooled with a 3 × 3 pooling
window and subsequently expanded to 2048 channels after the convolution operation was
conducted 48 times. The discussed steps allow the maximum extraction of the characteris-
tics of the data information. The data forward propagation was calculated in accordance
with the Pyramid pooling module and pooling was performed with 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 3 × 3
and 6 × 6 pooling windows. As a result, a multi-scale data feature map was obtained
and the number of channels was reduced by the convolution operation of the 1 × 1 filter.
Additionally, the output data was upsampled via bilinear interpolation and entered into
the feature fusion module. The feature fusion module typically employs two methods: one
method is to combine the number of channels (Concatenate/Concat) and the other is to
sum up the corresponding feature maps and perform a convolution operation. If the input
channels are x1, x2, · · · , xn and y1, y2, · · · , yn, the merged channel Concat conducts the
convolution operation on the input.

Concat = ∑n
i xi ∗ ki + ∑n

i yi ∗ ki+n (1)

3.2. Loss Function

Upon propagation of the data to the output layer, semantic segmentation is required
to partition the computed data outcomes into their respective categories. In the case of
binary classification, the last layer of the neural network employs the Sigmoid activation
function, whereas for the multiclass classification problem addressed in the present study,
the Softmax activation function was utilized. In the process of classification, such function
maps the output of multiple neurons between (0, 1) to accomplish the classification task.
Notably, machine learning is often used to solve three major types of problems: regression
problems, classification problems, and clustering problems. In consideration of the training
time and difficulty, the aim of the present study was to classify the output of the data as a
discrete classification problem. At the same time, the mean square error (L2 parametric)
loss function commonly used in regression problems was added to the objective function.

The Softmax function is defined as follows.

aj =
ezj

∑i ezj (2)
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where zj denotes the input of the jth neuron of the last layer of the network; aj denotes
the output of the jth neuron in the last layer; the natural number e is used to increase the
difference in probability; and ∑i ezj is the sum of the inputs of all neurons in the last layer.
The use of the Softmax function is significant in that it enables the output of the final layer
of neurons to be represented as a probability distribution. This allows for the evaluation of
the validity of a specific category corresponding to a neuron, based on the magnitude of its
associated probability. As the probability of the output of a given neuron increases, so too
does the truthfulness of the category corresponding to that neuron.

3.3. Training and Prediction

The training set was divided into eight types according to the morphology of the com-
bination of light environment parameters, that is, luminaire placement method, sidewall
reflective coating placement height, sidewall reflective coating color, LED light source color
temperature, staggered on both sides, symmetrical on both sides, sideways on the center
line and symmetrical on the center line. The eight types were combined with each other,
and a total of 256 random combination models were designed in the end.

In the first step, after determining the combined content of the model, a 256-count sim-
ulation calculation was performed, which was repeated by the code written to implement
the stochastic model.

In the second step, the calculated response data of the light environment parameters
were organized into plots to obtain 256 pairs of response model plots, wherein the response
data set was used as the input sample and the national standard specification design pa-
rameters were used as the calibration data set, thereby ensuring the mutual correspondence
between the input data set and the calibration data set.

Finally, to improve the weight assignment of each node of the convolutional neural
network, the training data set was input into the designed convolutional neural network
(CNN) for periodic training. After a certain number of training rounds (Epoch), the data to
be inverted was finally input into the neural network, which allowed for prediction of the
data to be realized and inversion results to be obtained.

4. Sensitivity Evaluation Analysis of Light Environment Parameters in the Middle
Section of Tunnel Based on Convolutional Neural Network

Sixteen sets of tunnel layout models were randomly selected as examples of the
inverse effect of convolutional neural networks. Pseudo-color maps are frequently utilized
in lighting design to assess the lighting conditions of installed fixtures, serving as a means of
visualizing the status of the lighting fixtures in real-world scenarios. In the present study, a
pseudo-color map was used as the data image for the convolutional neural network (CNN)
evaluation method, and the sensitivity of the tunnel light environment parameters was
investigated by combining the changes in human eye pupil diameter under different tunnel
deployment states. The first column of the inversion results is the simulated response result
profile, the second column is the deep learning inversion result, and the third column is the
design parameter model required by the national standard.

4.1. Sensitivity Analysis of Luminaire Deployment Methods

The initial phase of evaluating convolutional neural networks (CNNs) involved ana-
lyzing the sensitivity of the luminaire deployment method. To achieve this, a test working
condition was established with a sidewall reflective coating deployment height of 2 m and
a white reflective coating color. The LED light source’s color temperature was set at 6500 K,
and the luminaire deployment methods included staggered deployment on both sides,
symmetrical deployment on both sides, lateral deployment on the center line, and symmet-
rical deployment on the center line. By utilizing convolutional neural network inversion
calculations, the variations in pupil diameter under such specific operating conditions were
combined (Table 8), and sensitivity analysis of the luminaire layout was conducted, as
shown in Figure 5. The first row shows the luminaire layout symmetry in the center line,
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the second row shows the luminaire layout staggered on both sides, the third row shows
the luminaire layout off-side in the center line, and the fourth row shows the symmetry on
both sides. The simulated response model of the luminaire layout can be observed in the
accompanying figure. The luminaire layout had a noticeable impact on the morphology
of the pupil’s field of view, as demonstrated by changes in the layout. Although there
were some characteristic differences, the deep learning inverse performance results align
almost exactly with the model’s design requirements stipulated by national standards. In
terms of the sensitivity of the luminaire deployment method, the degree of influence on the
pupil diameter could be ranked as follows: staggered on both sides > symmetrical on both
sides > lateral to the midline > symmetrical to the midline.

Table 8. Table of influence degree of lamp arrangement and pupil diameter.

Lamp Placement Method Midline
Symmetry

Staggered on
Both Sides

Lateralized
Midline

Bilateral
Symmetry

Pupil diameter (mean)/mm 4.849 5.729 5.118 5.328

4.2. Side Wall Reflective Paint Placement Height Sensitivity Analysis

The second group of convolutional neural network (CNN) evaluation tests were
conducted for the height sensitivity of the sidewall reflective coating, and the test condi-
tions were designed with the color of the sidewall reflective coating as white, the color
temperature of the LED light source as 6500 K, and the lamps being staggered on both
sides. The sidewall reflective coating heights were 2 m, 2.5 m, 3 m, and 3.5 m. To conduct
sensitivity analysis of the sidewall reflective paint placement height, the inverse calculation
of the convolutional neural network was combined with the pupil diameter variation in
the working condition (Table 9), which is shown in Figure 6. The first row of the graph
shows the sidewall reflective coating placement height of 2 m, the second row shows the
sidewall reflective coating placement height of 2.5 m, the third row shows the sidewall
reflective coating placement height of 3 m, and the fourth row shows the sidewall reflective
coating placement height of 3.5 m. From the sidewall reflective coating placement height
response model in the graph, an observation can be made that as the sidewall reflective
coating placement height changed, the area inside the cave that affected the pupil diameter
was positively correlated with the placement height change. The height change of the
sidewall reflective coating was positively correlated with the height change. The results
of the deep learning inverse performance are consistent with the interval of deployment
height required by the national standard, in which the deployment height of 3 m had the
greatest impact on pupil diameter, followed by 3.5 m, 2.5 m, and 2 m. Thus, a conclusion
could be drawn that within the interval of the national standard, the driver’s visual tension
is higher when passing in the tunnel as the deployment height increases.

Table 9. Table of influence degree of side wall reflective paint placement height and pupil diameter.

Sidewall Reflective Coating Laying Height 2 m 2.5 m 3 m 3.5 m

Pupil Diameter (Mean)/mm 4.873 5.011 5.981 5.673

4.3. Color Sensitivity Analysis of Sidewall Reflective Coatings

The third group of convolutional neural network (CNN) evaluation tests were con-
ducted for the color sensitivity of the sidewall reflective paint. The test conditions were
designed with staggered luminaire placement, sidewall reflective paint placement height
of 2 m, LED light source color temperature of 6500 K, and sidewall reflective paint colors
of green, blue, yellow, and white, respectively. Through the inverse calculation of the
convolutional neural network, color sensitivity analysis of sidewall reflective paint could
be conducted combining the changes in pupil diameter in the working state (Table 10), as
shown in Figure 7. The first row shows green paint, the second row shows blue paint, the
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third row shows yellow paint, and the fourth row shows white paint. Through longitu-
dinal comparison, it the effect on the human pupil diameter could be ranked as follows:
green > blue > yellow > white in descending order. Through the cross-sectional compari-
son, the results of the deep learning inverse performance are consistent with the content of
the simulated response graph, having a certain gap compared with the national standard.
Such findings could be attributed to the content within the national standard being mainly
used to standardize the color of the conductor for calibration, while the use of sidewall
reflective paint color is not clearly regulated. As such, the accuracy of the results of deep
learning inversion need to be judged not only by adding industry standards but also by
combining actual production experience values as a reference for data calibration.
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Table 10. Table of influence degree of the side wall reflective paint color and pupil diameter.

Sidewall Reflective Paint Color Green Blue Yellow White

Pupil Diameter (mean)/mm 5.631 5.489 5.118 4.973

4.4. Led Light Source Color Temperature Sensitivity Analysis

The fourth group of convolutional neural network (CNN) evaluation tests were con-
ducted for the LED light source color temperature sensitivity, and the test conditions were
designed for the LED light source color temperature of 6500 K, 5500 K, 4500 K, and 3500 K,
the luminaire layout staggered on both sides, side wall reflective coating layout height
of 2 m, and the side wall reflective coating color being white. The inverse calculation of
the convolutional neural network, combined with the variation in pupil diameter under
such operating condition (Table 11), allowed for a color temperature sensitivity analysis
algorithm for LED light sources to be obtained, as shown in Figure 8. The graph drawn
from the experimental data shows that the color temperature of the LED light source did
not have a positive correlation with the data of the pupil diameter of the human eye,
and findings were made that the 6500 K color temperature had the most obvious effect
on the pupil diameter of the human eye, followed by 3500 K, 5500 K, and 4500 K. Such
results are consistent with the spectral response law governing the photobiological effects
of lighting. Under the same level of illumination, both higher and lower color temperatures
can effectively stimulate human visual sensory perception.

Table 11. LED light source color temperature and pupil diameter influence degree.

LED Light Source Color Temperature 6500 K 5500 K 4500 K 3500 K

Pupil Diameter (Mean)/mm 5.846 5.426 5.233 5.649
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4.5. Comprehensive Sensitivity Analysis of Light Environment Parameters

As discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 above, compared with the height of the tunnel
sidewall material, the color of the tunnel sidewall material and the color temperature of the
light source had similar effects on the sensitivity of the tunnel light environment parameters;
however, during the tunnel traffic, the driver could directly feel the change in the tunnel
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lighting environment brought about by the change in the color of the tunnel sidewall
material and the color temperature of the light source. Thus, the color temperature of the
light source and the color of the tunnel sidewall material were inputted into a computer
algorithm for overlay analysis, resulting in the following outcomes.

From the previous analysis, the color of the sidewall material had the greatest effect
on the diameter of the human pupil in the following order: green > blue > yellow > white.
After conducting color temperature analysis, the sidewall material color was found to be
yellow, which had the greatest effect on the pupil of the human eye, and the effect on the
pupil of the human eye gradually decreased as the color temperature increased. When
white, green, and blue were used as the color of the sidewall material, the effect on the
human eye pupil gradually increased with the increase in color temperature, as shown in
Figure 9.
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Through comparative analysis of the luminaire layout, sidewall reflective paint color
and LED light source color temperature data set, the findings show that when the luminaire
layout changed, the human eye pupil diameter changed more than the sidewall material
color and color temperature.

Figures 10 and 11 show the results of unifying the data sets related to the luminaire
placement method, sidewall reflective coating placement height, sidewall reflective coating
color, and LED light source color temperature into the CNN model. The results show that
the four factors had a significant influence on the experimental results, and the influences
could be ranked in the following order: luminaire placement method > LED light source
color temperature > sidewall reflective paint color > sidewall reflective paint placement
height. From the combined pattern analysis chart, an observation can be made that the
optimal level of each factor involved choosing to lay the lights along the center line, the
height of sidewall reflective coating being 2 m, the color of sidewall reflective coating being
white, and the color temperature of the LED light source being 4500 K.
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Figure 10. Cross-contrast analysis of tunnel sidewall material color and light source color temperature.
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5. Conclusions

Based on the indoor simulation platform, the present study was conducted to evaluate
the light environment in the middle section of the tunnel under dynamic traffic conditions
with experimental and convolutional neural network models for the nonlinear relationship
of sensitivity of light environment parameters. Sensitivity analysis of the light environment
parameters in the middle section of the tunnel was conducted by means of the average
pupil area of the testers, and the experimental results were verified by a CNN. The main
findings could be summarized as follows.
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(1) Through analysis of experimental data, findings were made that there was a
nonlinear relationship between the sensitivity of light environment parameters, and a
CNN judging model with adaptive learning capability was constructed in the present
study, which can make comprehensive judging of the data related to the sensitivity of
light environment parameters. The judging results are in high compliance with the design
requirements of the national standard.

(2) The pupil change test results show that the driver’s pupil diameter was most
affected by the way the lamps being laid out during the driving process, followed by the
color temperature of the LED light source, the height of the sidewall reflective paint laying
and the color of the sidewall reflective paint.

(3) Analysis of the test results dataset using a CNN revealed a ranked order of fac-
tors influencing pupil diameter, as follows: lamp layout with staggered arrangement on
both sides > symmetrical arrangement on both sides > symmetrical arrangement on the
midline > symmetrical arrangement on the midline. Other factors include reflective coating
laying height (3 m > 3.5 m > 2.5 m > 2 m), sidewall reflective coating color (green > blue
> yellow > white), and LED light source color temperature (6500 K > 3500 K > 5500 K
> 4500 K). Furthermore, blue > yellow > white was observed under different sidewall
reflective coating color conditions, and 6500 K > 3500 K > 5500 K > 4500 K under different
LED light source color temperature conditions.
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